Here's the custom built answer to converting your Land Rover into a comfortable sleeping unit in less time than it takes to raise the top on a modern convertible coupe.

Even the tall ones will find comfort in the 76" x 51" double bed upper sleeping compartment made for adults who like to "rough it" in style. With the sturdy plywood base in place, all you need is your bedroll, or sleeping bag and presto — you're ready for a good night's sleep. Down below in the rear compartment, there's room for the small fry.

With the unit in camping position, it is roomy enough for a tall man to stand upright, providing a warm comfortable lookout for game during the hunting season. When not in use, the sleeping unit stores neatly in a metal frame above the front seat area, without sacrifice of head room and provides an additional bonus of storage area for bedding, sleeping bags and camping equipment.

The unique 35 pound X-Panda-Cab unit can be simply and permanently installed in all 88" and 109" Land Rovers in approximately 2 hours with only a wrench and screwdriver. There are no holes to drill, no change in exterior dimensions or appearance and best of all a substantial increase in usable storage within your vehicle.

X-Panda-Cab's heavy duty aluminum construction matches Land Rovers rugged body and assures maintenance free strength, yet retains the distinctive appearance of your vehicle. The unit seals weather tight against rubber, with inside latches to prevent rattles, as well as enable you to raise or lower the top without going out in the weather.

The clear zip out window above the bunk also has Mosquito net covering and side ventilators to assure pest free sleeping with plenty of air circulation.

A year's warranty protects you against defective material or construction in your X-Panda-Cab unit.

As an extra bonus - this unit is easily removed for use outside the vehicle.

This brings us to the wife-pleasing gally unit, designed to make camp life a pleasure. This compact unit an optional accessory, is of strong, lightweight pre-finished plywood construction, custom fitted to your Land Rover. The attractive heat resistant Marlite counter tops make cleaning a breeze. The cabinet latches are designed to keep doors closed regardless of rough terrain. The beautiful propane stove has a baked enamel finish with heat regulator burners and removable grates for easy maintenance. Under the stove is a cabinet large enough to accommodate an ice chest, with room left over for additional storage. The table top slides in or out instantly for mealtimes. Notice that this unit has been designed so as not to effect rear passenger seating area.
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